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A number of software tools are available that do symbolic computation that can facilitate the
theoretical analysis of a mathematical model. We made use of one these tools, Mathematica
(Wolfram, 1988), to implement the global familiarity memory models of Gillund and Shiffrin (1984)
and Murdock (1982, 1983). We describe our implementation, and illustrate the flexibility and
efficiency of use that these tools allow,

Software packages that do symbolic computations have
not yet found their place among the tools of researchers
in psychology. There are many such tools, including
ALTRAN (Brown, 1977), MACSYMA (Rand, 1984),
MAPLE (Geddes, Gonnet, & Char, 1983), MATHE-
MATICA (Wolfram, 1988), muMATH (Wilf, 1982),
REDUCE (Hearns, 1973), and SCRATCHPAD (Gries-
mer, Jenks, &Yun, 1975). Symbolic computation differs
from numerical computation, in that it results in an ex-
pression in terms of the parameters of a model; numeri-
cal computation requires that the parameters of a model
be given particular numerical values. The symbolic ex-
pression for a model is preferable; it is more general, and
it allows relationships among the model’s parameters to
be examined. We will demonstrate the potential of these
symbolic computation tools by illustrating our work im-
plementing the global memory models of Gilund and
Shiffrin (1984) and Murdock (1982, 1983), using Mathe-
matica (Wolfram, 1988). An implementation of this sort
facilitates the derivations and encourages more extensive
exploration of the model space. We will begin witha sam-
ple derivation for both models for a paired-recognition
task. This will help one understand the Mathematica im-
plementation that follows.

GLOBAL FAMILIARITY MODELS

An important paradigm for evaluating global familiar-
ity models is the paired-recognition paradigm (see, e.g.,
Gronlund & Ratcliff, 1989; Humphreys, Pike, Bain, &
Tehan, 1989), in which subjects study n pairs of words
sequentially at some rate. In the test phase, the subjects
might be asked to determine whether the test words have
or have not been studied previously.

The models of Gillund and Shiffrin (1984) and Mur-
dock (1982, 1983) basea recognition decision on the inter-
action of a test probe (the word) with all items in mem-
ory. (The MINERVA 2 model of Hintzman [1984, 1988]
works similarly; an analytic treatment of this model can
be found in Sheu [1990].) The result of this interaction
is a measure of global matching or strength: The more
similar the testprobe is to one or many traces inmemory,
the greater the matching strength is. The greater the
matching strength, the more “familiar” the test probe.
A test word from a study pair generally has a greater
matching strength than an unstudied word does, because
a test word from a study pair would match two items in
memory, whereas an unstudied word would match none.

A test word from a study pair is called a target, an un-
studied test word a distractor. The global memory models
assume that the strengths of targets and distractors vary
due to rehearsal, differences among words, and so forth,
resulting in a distribution for target and for distractor
familiarity. Therefore, these models can be cast in a sig-
nal detection framework, and derivations can be computed
in terms of d’. Thus, the mean and variance of the target
and distractor distributions need to be computed.
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The SAM Model
In the SAM model of Gillund and Shiffrin (1984),

memory is represented as a matrix of strengths of con-
nection between possible retrieval cues (Q1, Q2, ... Qm)

and stored traces or “images” (Ii, 12, ... I,~).The retrieval
strength between a cue and an image is given by S(QJ, I,).
(Retrieval strength is derivativeof the strength stored dur-
ing learning, but reflects what is available at retrieval.
A relatively large strength of connection indicates that the
cue is a good cue for that image; e.g., cat as a retrieval
cue for dog.)

Recognition based on global familiarity is the product
of the strengths of connection of the cues (Q1, ... Qm)

to an image (I,), summed over all the images in memory.
The cues can be differentially weighted (wi) to reflect
differing amounts of attention to a cue at retrieval. The
sum of the wjs is 1.0 in a limited-capacity retrieval sys-
tem. The computation of familiarity is summarized by
Equation 1 (Gillund & Shiffrmn, 1984):

F(11, I~, ... I~Ql, Q2, ... Qm)

= r~S(QJ, Ij)~.
i= 1j=I

The SAM model has been applied mostly to episodic
tasks (see Gronlund & Shiffrin, 1986, for an application
tosemantic tasks). In an episodic task, the strengths con-
necting cues to images, S(QJ, le), are assumedto be a func-
tion of a buffer rehearsal process (see, e.g., Atkinson &
Shiffrin, 1968). Three parameters govern the strengths
stored as a function of rehearsal: (1) a units of strength
are stored per unit of rehearsal time between context and
an image (context reflects the situational, emotional, and
physical environment present at the time of learning);
(2) b units of strength are stored per unit of rehearsal time
between two images that occupy the rehearsal buffer
together (interitem strength); (3) c units of strength ac-
crue per unit of rehearsal time to an image resident in
the buffer (self-strength). A fourth parameter (d) reflects

residual strength between two images never rehearsed
together (pre-experimental factors).

The variability in strengths that result from rehearsal
must be supplemented by the addition of a noise compo-
nent. (This could reflect neural noise.) Otherwise, the
familiarity of a target would always exceed that of a dis-
tractor because b > d, and recognition performance
would be perfect. To incorporate this noise component,
Gillund and Shiffrmn (1984) assumed that the strength
available at retrieval S(QJ, 1,) is a random variable with
the following three-point distribution:

(1+v)~s= 1/3

(1—v)4u = 1/3 (2)

where v specifies the divergence of the distribution. Gil-
lund and Shiffrin (1984) assumed that this noise is in-
dependent across cues and images.

Pair-recognition derivation. Assume that subjects study
J pairs of words sequentially for t seconds per pair. We

will compute the derivation for when the discrimination
is between a single word from a studied pair (target) and

an unstudied word (distractor).
To facilitate derivations, two simplifying assumptions

are made (Clark & Shiffrmn, 1987). First, the v parameter
for the spread of the noise distribution, and the attention
weight given to the context cue (we, with the item cues
sharing equally the remaining weight), must be numeri-
cal. The value 0.5 is commonly chosen for both. This
means that the expected value of the retrieval strength after
the addition of the noise is ~.t~/3 [(l+v)~+l+(1—v)~].
Call this quantity kp.. Its second moment is given by
~2W~,/3 [(1 +V)

21
’~+ I +(1_v)swcl = IL.

Second, encoding is strictly controlled; rehearsal is lim-
ited to be within-pair only (d strengths elsewhere). This
is not unreasonable if subjects have to discriminate test
pairs that exactly match a study pair from test pairs that
consist of two words that were studied, but not together

Table 1
SAM Model Retrieval Matrix with Within-Pair Rehearsal Only

Traces

Al B1 A2 B2 ... Al BI
Probe—f Al

Bi
ct+d
br+d

bt+d
ct+d

d
d

d
d

S(Q~,h)
d

d
d

Al
BJ

Probe—context
new

d
d
at
d

d
d
at
d

d
d
at
d

d
d
at
d

ct+d
bt+d

at
d

bt+d
ct+d
at
d

Note—If Al and context are used as the probe cue, the self-strength component is
k(cr+d)

5
k(at)’, the interitem component is k(bt+d)’k(ar)

5
, and the residual compo-

nent iskd’k(at)
5
. There are (21—2) residual strengths total. The expected familiarity of

a target is the sum of these components. The expected strength ofa distractor (row new
and context) is 21(kd’k (at) ‘). The variance of a newand context cue’s connection to a
single trace is (at)d—[kd

5
k (at)’1

2
, which is the secondmoment minus the first moment

squared. Therefore, the standard deviation of all 21 distractors is [21 atd(1 —k
4

)]
5

, and
d’ is k

2
/(l —k

4
)’l/(21)’[(cr/d+ 1)’ + (bt/d+ l)~—2].
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(see, e.g., Gronlund & Ratcliff, 1989). The resulting re-
trieval matrix is given in Table 1.

In an episodic task, it is assumed that the subject uses
the context cue to focus on the images from the appropri-
ate list. To accomplish this, the context cue is used
together with the item cue in a joint probe of memory,
each cue getting 0.5 attention weight. The familiarity of
a test probe consisting of a studied word and the context
cuecontains three components: (1) the self-strength rep-
resenting the strength of connection between a cue and
its own image, (ct+d)°5at°5,in the first column of Ta-
ble 1; (2) the interitem strength representing the strength
of connection between two items rehearsed together,
(bt+d)°5at°5,in the second column; and (3) residual
strength for two items not rehearsed together, d°5at°5,
in columns 3 through 2!.

Noise (k) as given by Equation 2 is attached to each
retrieval strength. The global familiarity of a studied word
is the sum of the one self-strength component, the one
interitem component, and the 21—2 residual components.
The component familiarities are given at the bottom of
Table 1. The computation is similar for the distractor ex-
pectation using the context cue and an unstudied word
(row new).

To compute the variance for a particular trace when
new is the cue, the second moment is computed, and the
first moment squared is subtracted from it. The overall
variance for the distractor is the sum of these individual
variances. This quantity is also given in Table 1. We will
see that our automated Mathematica implementation will
produce these same quantities, while eliminating the need
to make v, w~numerical, and limiting rehearsal towithin-
pair only. Before this is described, however, the deriva-
tion procedure for TODAM will be described.

The TODAM Model
TODAM (Murdock, 1982) assumes a vectorrepresen-

tation for memory traces. Items are represented by in-
dependent random vectors (e.g., f and g), which are vec-
tors whose elements are random variables. These random
variables are drawnfrom a normal distribution with mean
zero and variance 1/N. All these random variables are in-
dependent and identically distributed.

A single, common memory vector M stores informa-
tion about individual words (item information), as well
as information about pairs of words (associative informa-
tion). To store item information, the item vector f is added
to M. To learn a pair of words, the individual item vec-
tors (1 and g) are added to M, as well as the convolu-
tion of the two vectors (f*g) (see Eich, 1982; Murdock,
1982).

Encoding need not be perfect. In the SAM model, this
is handled by assuming that t units of strength are stored
per unit of rehearsal time. (The longer an item is re-
hearsed, or the more times it is repeated, the stronger its
retrieval strength.) In TODAM, imperfect or probabilis-
tic encoding is governed by a function p (where 0.0
p 1.0), which governs the probability that a particular

element is encoded correctly or encoded as zero. The
greater p, the better is the encoding of the vector. (See
Lewandowsky & Murdock [19891 for a different method
of probabilistic encoding.)

At encoding, different types of information can be
weighted to differentially focus attention on associative
or item information. These parameters are ~t and ~ for
item information, and ~ for associative (‘yr + ‘~2 + ~ =

1.0). To model forgetting, the current vector M is dis-
counted by a(a < 1.0) as each additional word set (item
vectors and convolution) is added tomemory. The storage
of thejth pair in the memory vector M is given by: M~=
aMp.i + ‘yifj + ysgj + ~,(f1*g1),

At retrieval, information can be differentially weighted
as the result of (e.g.) decision rules that emphasize as-
sociative over item information (see, e.g., Gronlund &
Ratcliff, 1989). These parameters are denoted r

0
for the

retrieval weight on the associative information, and r~for
the retrieval weight on the item information. They are free
to vary between 0 and 1.

A recognition decision is based on the dot product of
the probe vector with the memory vector M. The more
similar the retrieval probe is to one or more traces mak-
ing up the memory vector, the greater is the dot product
(and the more “familiar” is the probe). The resulting
value of the dot product (the equivalent of familiarity in
the SAM model) is fed into a two-criterion decision sys-
tem (Hockley & Murdock, 1987; see also Gronlund &
Ratcliff, in press). In pair recognition, the recognition de-
cision is based on the sum of the dot products of the two
item vectors plus the dot product of the convolution.

To derive d’ requires the expectation and variance of
the dot-product similarity between the probe vector and
the memory vector for studied (old) and unstudied (new)
items. Weber (1988) provides tables of component vari-
ances that facilitate these derivations. (We will describe
below how most of this work could have been done with
symbolic software. In some cases there is an improve-
ment in accuracy.)

Pair recognition derivation. Assume 2J word pairs
presented for t seconds each. (Presentation time would
be reflected in the value of the p function.) The memory
vector M contains the 2J individual vectors, and J con-
volution vectors. In the test phase, discrimination is be-
tween a single word from a studied pair (target) and an
unstudied word (distractor). To simplify the derivation,
set the retrieval weights ra and r~to 1.0.

The expectation for a probeconsisting of a studied word
isp; the expectation for a probe consistingof an unstudied
word is 0 (see Weber, 1988). The variance of a studied
probe receives contributions from four sourcescontained
within the memory vector: (1) The probe matches an item
vector that had been stored in the memory vector, 2/N;
(2) the probe matches no item vector, 1/N; (3) there is
a partial overlap of the probe vector with a convolution
vector (7N2+4N+ 1)/(4N3); (4) there is no overlap be-
tween the probe vector and a convolution vector(3N2

+1)/
(4N3). The old-item probe variance is equal to the sum
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of these terms (counting the correct number of each term),
with the appropriate weighting parameters (‘ii, ~2, and
c~~)attached.

The serial positions of these terms is relevant in
TODAM because a depends on serial position. Murdock
(in press) and Murdock and Lamon (1988) assume a fixed
serial order to simplify derivations. For purposes of sim-
plification, assume that J equals 2, and that the matching
item vector was from the second of the two pairs studied.
The old probe variance is then given by ‘y12/N + ‘yil/N +
2a[’y2(l/N)] + w(7N

2
+4N+l)/(4N

3
) + a~(3N2+1)/

(4N3). The derivation for the unstudied probe variance
is similar. It is straightforwardto calculate d’ from these
component expressions.

This completes a description of how derivations are car-
ried out in the SAM and TODAM models for a single
item tested in a pair-recognition paradigm. In addition to
relieving the researcher of tedious, time-consuming, and
error-prone algebraic manipulations, an automated im-
plementation can facilitate and supplement these deriva-
tions in several different ways. We will discuss these as
we describe the Mathematica implementationof SAM and
TODAM.

MATHEMATICA IMPLEMENTATION

The SAM Model
To implement the SAM model, we made use of Mathe-

matica’s programming capabilities. (The language is simi-
lar to C, but anyone with knowledge of a computer lan-
guage would have little trouble learning Mathematica’s
syntax.) We divided the derivation into three steps:
(1) Produce the retrieval matrix, (2) select the probe cues;
and (3) compute familiarity and d’.

The first step involves specifying the retrieval matrix
according to the experimental design. This is executed
by a function called “study” that takes 7 arguments.
Four of the arguments are the encoding parameters of the
model: a, b, c, and d (a represents context strength, b
represents interitem strength, c is self-strength, and d
reflects residual strengths). The other three arguments
reflect the experimental design; these are the number of
words simultaneously studied (mtuple = 2 for pairs, 3
for triples, etc.), how many mtuples are studied (the list
length or 11), and the presentation time (time). All argu-
ments except 11 and mtuple may be symbolic.

“Study” creates the retrieval matrix for the particular
experimental paradigm, and fills in the retrieval strengths.
As a first step, we assumed, as did Clark and Shiffrin
(1987), that rehearsal is only within-, not between-mtuples.
(Alternative encoding strategies are discussed below.) The
resulting memory matrix is a 2J x 2J + 2 (images x
cues) matrix, where each studied word is encoded as an
image and as a potential retrieval cue (as illustrated in
Table 1). The extratwo rows are for the context cue, and
for an unstudied distractor used as a cue. The columns
give that cue’s connection to each image in memory.

The next step is to specify the probe set by specifying
the appropriate rows (cues) of the retrieval matrix. This

is done interactively by the function “cues.” “Cues”
takes threearguments, all numeric: (1)11; (2) mtuple; and
(3) the number of cues in the probe set (nq). Any combi-
nation of words can make up a probe set. For example,
a distractor probe might consist of rows (cues) 2J + 1
(context) and 2J + 2 (unstudied item).

The final step in the derivation is the “momentfam”
function, which computes the expectation and variance.
“Momentfam” embodies Equation 1; it takes four argu-
ments. One argument is the number of columns (number
of images) in the memory matrix (npres, usually 11 x
mtuple). The second argument is the number of cues (nq).
The final two arguments may be symbolic, and they are
the parameters v (size of the step in Equation 2), and
w~(attention weight on the context cue). “Cues” and
“momentfam” must be executed twice, once for the tar-
get and once for the distractor. A “dprime” function takes
the difference between the two expectations, divides it by
the noise standard deviation, and simplifies the expres-
sion. It is a straightforward exercise to make the deriva-
tion more general by manipulating the d’ expression so
that 11 is represented symbolically. Partially symbolic
results, or numerical results, can be achieved by giving
explicit values to some or all of the parameters. An an-
notated version of the “study,” “cues,” and “moment-
fam” programs are given in the Appendix.

There are several advantages of this automated im-
plementation over the standard method of doing deriva-
tions. One advantage is that the same set of functions can
produce derivations for many other experimental designs.
For example, suppose there are 10 3-tuples studied at a
5-sec rate, and we wish to compute d’ for the following
test probes: The target consists of the context cue and three
words that had been studied together; the distractor con-
sists of the context cue and two words studied together,
plus one word that was studied, but not with the other
two. Again, limit rehearsal to be within-3-tuples. Thear-
guments for “study” are 10, 3, 5, a, b, c, d(l0 is 11, 3 is
mtuple, 5 is time). Next, pick the appropriate cues with
“cues.” For “momentfam,” the arguments are 30, 4,
0.5, 0.5 (30 is npres, 4 is nq, 0.5 is v or noise, and the
last 0.5 is for w~or attention weight on the context cue).

Computation of d’ for another target and distractor set
for this experimental design only requires redoing “cues”
and “momentfam.” Without this implementation, every
change would require going through the derivation proce-
dure described above. And this implementation is flexi-
ble enough so that other paradigms (e.g., the mixed/pure
design of Ratcliff, Clark, & Shiffrin, in press) can be ac-
commodated with little or no modification to the original
programs.

A second advantage of an automated implementation
is that it can allow a model to be more fully explored.
Recall that two assumptions were made to simplify the
derivations. Forone, v andw~were fixed at 0.5. An auto-
mated derivation procedure can produce d’ derivations
with different values of v and W~,or can even treat these
parameters symbolically (though the resulting expressions
are very long). Without an automated implementation,
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freeing up these parameters greatly increases the com-
plexity of the derivations.

The value of v (noise) will affect the variance of the
target and distractor distributions. Recent work by Rat-
cliff et al. (in press) points to the importance of variance
in the evaluation of global familiarity models. Freeing up
this parameter may allow the SAM model to address these
data in a way different from that suggested by Shiffrin,
Ratcliff, and Clark (in press).

Most importantly, an automated implementation re-
moves the restriction of within-mtuple rehearsal (Clark
& Shiffrin, 1987). More realistic encoding assumptions
can be instantiated in “study” to produce across-mtuple
rehearsal (with minor programming changes). The “cues”
and “momentfam” programs operate unchanged on the
retrieval matrix created.

There are several rehearsal encoding options to con-
sider: (1) the size of the rehearsal buffer (usually equal to
four); (2) how new to-be-learned items replace existing
items in the buffer once the capacity of the buffer is ex-
ceeded (randomly, or is the longest resident item replaced
by the new item?); (3) whether or not the amount of re-
hearsal devoted to an item is a function of the number of
other items currently in the buffer. In a buffer encoding
scheme, retrieval strengths vary by serial position (i.e.,
how many other items are in the buffer, or how long an
item remains in the buffer). To computed’ for several serial
positions would be formidable without an automated im-
plementation. By incorporating these more realistic encod-
ing strategies, the model can address serial position data,
lag effects, and related phenomena, in an analytic manner.

A problem with using random encoding strategies is that
a very large number of possible rehearsal patterns could
result (e.g., the fourth item might remain in the buffer
throughout the list, it could be replaced by the fifth item,
etc.). Although one could specify the probability distri-
bution for how long an item remains in the buffer, and
how often it was rehearsed with what items, it would not
be easy. How can a “typical” retrieval matrix (i.e., aver-
age pattern of rehearsals) be approximated for a particu-
lar set of rehearsal buffer assumptions? An automated im-
plementation affords the following solution.

A modified version of “study” with a random rehear-
sal buffer could be executed a number of times with differ-
ent random seeds. Expectations and variances could be
computed for each different retrieval matrix that is
produced. These expectationsand variances would be ac-
cumulated, and then averaged. The average expectation
and variance would then be used to compute d’. This
would reflect d’ for a typical retrieval matrix resulting
from these rehearsal buffer assumptions. This has some
of the properties of a Monte Carlo simulation, but each
“simulated” expectation and variance is exact for a given
rehearsal pattern.

The TODAM Model
So far, our implementation of the TODAM model is

less general than the SAM implementation. Whereas a
single set of programs can generate practically any der-

ivation for SAM, the Mathematica implementation of
TODAM is (at this point) not as fullyautomated. We can
do most of the same things, butmore modification to pro-
grams is required. Nevertheless, the automated TODAM
implementation is more efficient and less error-prone than
doing the derivations by hand. The TODAM implemen-
tation has three components: (1) reading ina table of the
appropriate component variances; (2) selecting the target
and distractor probe set; and (3) computing the dot prod-
uct match and variance.

The first step in the automated derivation is to read in
the appropriate table of component variances. These de-
pend on the specifics of the experiment. For example, a
different table of component variances is required if the
mtuple size is changed, or if, in addition to the storage
of item vectors and pair-wise convolutions, autoassocia-
tive vectors (Eich, 1982) or triple convolutions are stored.
The program must be modified tocount the correct num-
ber of matches, partial matches, and nonmatches. Read-
ing in the component variances is more efficient than com-
puting them “on-line,” because their computation is very
time-consuming (see discussion below). The uniqueness
of each variance computation in the TODAM model is
the reason why its implementation is not as general as the
SAM model implementation. Weber (1988) provides a
subset of component variances that can be used to con-
struct these tables.

The second step in the automated derivation involves
the selection of any target or distractor probe set by a
“cues” function. The final step is the computation of the
dot-product match and variance for this probe set. For
the pair-recognition paradigm described above (with no
across-pair rehearsal), the program that computes the dot-
product expectation and the variance takes nine argu-
ments, two of which (11 and nq) must be numeric. The
remaining arguments are the parameters of the model a
(forgetting), p (probabilistic encoding), ~ ‘y2, ~ (encod-
ing weights on Item 1, Item 2, and associative informa-
tion), and ra, r1 (retrieval weights). The program com-
putes the dot product, sums up the appropriate component
variances for a given probe, and computes the overall
variance.

Despite being less general than the SAM implementa-
tion, there are several advantages to the current TODAM
implementation. One advantage is that the same set of
functions can produce derivations for other experimental
designs, or other targets and distractors (although a differ-
ent table of component variances may be required). A sec-
ond advantage of the automated implementation is that
it does facilitate exploration of the model. For example,
encoding assumptions could be relaxed, allowing across-
mtuple convolution vectors to be stored. As an alterna-
tive to fixing the presentation order (and simplifying the
effect ofa, as did Murdock& Lamon, 1988), derivations
could be produced for targets at different serial positions.
This allows the model to more readily address serial po-
sition data, lag effects, and related phenomena.

The problem with relaxing encoding assumptions (e.g.,
interfacing a buffer encoding process) is that vector com-
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binations may be stored that require component variances
not in the table of variances (i.e., not in Weber, 1988).
For example, if the buffer size is 3 or 4, triple and qua-
druple convolutions must be stored. Weber (1988) con-
tains the component variances necessary to apply the
model to a range of single- and pair-recognition para-
digms, butprovides onlya subset of the expressions neces-
sary to apply the model to situations involving 3-tuples,
and none involving 4-tuples. To compute these additional
expressions would be difficult and extremely tedious.

However, we were able to automate a procedure for
computing these expressions. First, a set of expectation
rules must be applied to each element of the dot product
of the probe with the memory vector. (Recall that each
element in a vector is a normal random variable with mean
zero and variance 1/N, and all these random variables are
independent and identically distributed.) This is done for
several vectorlengths (N), and a polynomial function is
fit to the resulting values. The solution of the polynomial
function gives the coefficients in terms of powers of N
for a given component variance. Although this is too time-
consuming to do “on-line” (an hour on a DECstation
3100), it is orders of magnitude easier and more pleasant
than doing it by hand. These component variances need
only be computed once, and they can then be added to
the tables of component variances. Automating this proce-
dure opens up the possibility of computing component
variances for a greatervariety of probes, and therebyex-
tending the domain of the TODAM model. However, our
current methods of computation produce expressions with
an enormous number of terms such that it is infeasible
for triple convolutions and beyond. (Actually, our cur-
rent method can compute the variance for a single vector
matched against a triple convolution, but not a pairwise
or triple convolution matchedagainst a triple convolution.)
Nevertheless, there are ways inwhich these methods could
be improved and this problem circumvented. For exam-
ple, the computation can be done in pieces, a small seg-
ment of the memory vector at a time.

Pros and Cons of an Automated Implementation
There are several advantages to implementing a mathe-

matical model in a computational system (Mathematica)
in the way we have illustrated for the global memory
models of Gillund and Shiffrmn (1984) and Murdock
(1982). The most obvious advantages are the time saved
in doing the derivation, and the increased accuracy of the
results (assuming the automated implementation has been
debugged properly). On the theoretical side, assumptions
that were made to simplify derivations can be relaxed.
For example, in the SAM model, v = 0.5 and w~= 0.5.
It is easy to explore the effect of changing the value of
v or we, or to let these parameters be symbolic. More
realistic encoding assumptions can also be explored in
SAM and TODAM. Relaxing these assumptions put the
models in touch with additional data.

One must be mindful of a disadvantage as well. It is
easy to be seduced into thinking that because a computer

provides the answer, it must be correct. This is especially
problematic, given how quickly one can produce com-
plicated derivations that are not easily verified. In this
case, a tool like Mathematica can serve a different func-
tion, by facilitating the checking process: Parameters can
be set equal, and simplified versions of the model and ex-
treme cases can be examined.

An automated implementation is a powerful tool for ex-
ploring a model. The process of doing derivations is often
tedious and seldom enlightening. Symbolic software pack-
ages, however, offer the opportunity for the scientist to
shift his or her time and effort from the tedium of com-
putation to the more important and interesting explora-
tion of theory.
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APPENDIX
“Study,” “Cues,” and “Momentfam” Programs

Note—The noise function implements Equation 2. Dprimesam computes d’. Power0 makes x°°equal to x°equal to 1.0.

Study function

study[ll~,mtuple_,time,.,a_,b~,c_,&.,dcJ:=
Block[ ( i,j,k,l,m,n,o,z,p),

rmat=Table[Switch[i-j,0,dc,,d], [i,(ll mtuple) + 2), (j,ll mtuple) I;
(*

creates retrieval matrix, rmat, and fills w/ residual=d for interitem and dc for self strengths, most
applications dc = d

z=0;
(*

rehearsalof II mtuples, no across-mtuple rehearsal

For[k=i,k<=ll,k++,(
t
add band c strengths within~mtuple*)

For[l= I ,k=mtuple,l++,
z=z÷I;

I;
I;

For[m= I ,m<=mtuple,m÷÷,
lf[(m + (k-I)) != (I + (k-i)),
rmat[z,m+mtuple (k-l)]] =rmat[z,m+mtuple (k-l)]] +b time,
rmat[z,m+mtuple (k-i)]] =rmat[z,m+mtuple (k-I)]] +c time

I;
1:

(*
add context strengths at (II + 1,1), new item located at (Ii + 2,1)

(*

For[p=1 ,p<=(ll mtuple),p++,
rmat[(ll mtuple) + i,p}) = a time;

1;

build matrix qmat used by cues function, qmat contains correspondences between the cues chosen to probe
with, and the rows of moat

qmat=Table[o + (mtuple (n-i)), ( n,ll+2) ,{o,mtuple)];
qmat[ll+2, 1 }]=qmat[ll+ 1,1 fl+ I

Cues function

cues[1~,mtuple_,nqJ:’
Block[p),

(* function assumes that the context cue is being used, and that it will be entered first*)
qll[1]=Input[”which mtuple? (context cue atLL + 1)”];
qm[ i}=Input[”which word in themtuple? (context cue at 1)”I;
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APPENDIX (Continued)

For[p=2,p<=nq,++p,
qll[p]=Input(”which mtuple? (new word at LL +2)~I;
qm(p]=Input[”which word in the mtuple? (new word at 1)”];

(*qll and qm used in conjunction with qmat to select proper rows (cues) from rmat*)

Momentfam function

momentfam[npres_,nq_,v_,wcj:
Block[(i~j,k,jj),

(*

implementation of Equation 1 from Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984

For[j= I j<=npres,J++,(*expcctalion computauon*)

For[i=2,i<=nq,i++,

prod[i]=rmat[qmat[qll[i],qm[i]]],j]]A((i_wc)/(nq_ I)) noise[(i-wc)/(nq-l),v];

context cue

prod[ I ]=rmat[qmat[qll[ I] ,qm[1]~~,j]~Awcnoise[wc,v};

cues’ connection to iracej

tmpprod[j]=Product[prod[kI,(k,1 ,nq) I;

(*

sum upcues’ connection to all nprcs traces

meansum=Sum [tmpprod[jjI, (jj, I ,npres) I ;(*expectation*)

second moment computation

For[j= I ,j<=nprcsj++,
For[i=2,k=nq,i++,

prod 1 [iI=rmat( [qmat[qll[iI,qm[i]~] ,j]]A(2(I -wc)/(nq- I)) noise[2( i—wc)/(nq- i),vl;

prodi [1]=rmat[qmat[qll[ 1~,qm[l}}},j~JA(2we) noise((2 wc),v];
tmpprod 1 [jI=Product[prodl [kI, (k, i,nq) I;

variance=Sum[(tmpprod I [ml I-tmpprod[miI”2), (ml ,l ,npres} ]/npres;
Return[meansum,variancel;

Additional required functions,

I. noise[w ,v,J:=((l-vyw)/3. + (1./3.) + ((i+v)”w)/3.

2. dprimesam[meanl_,mean2_,var2j:Expand[(meanlm~n2)/sqi’t[v~}]

3. power0:=(Unprotect[Power]; Power[ x_ , 0.]:= 1; Protect[Power])


